Law school may not be the place to learn the social graces. Yet, one section of the class of ’92 has forged ties that bind, while engaging in the time-honored tradition of libations. Section H, which studied “Legal Methods Civil Procedure” with Chris Brown, has become a unit unto themselves; a group that still unites over the common pursuit of legal knowledge and trivia, good beer and cheap eats.

The Section H tradition began with the first-semester section picnic—an experience that resulted in numerous bee stings and fast friendships. From that fateful event, the section has gone on to organize weekly happy hours, which continue even now, a year and six months after graduation.

While Section H happy hours are now held at L&N Seafood, in Towson, the “blessed” events have occurred at a variety of watering holes known to give away free food. The weekly happy hour is a tradition that has lasted almost five years and shows no sign of extinction.

From happy hour, Section H’s activities have expanded to include poker nights, pumpkin carving parties, Fourth of July parties and the annual Christmas formal. Section members still meet every year at Matt Lalumia’s house, in their finest attire, to share food, potent potables and holiday cheer. The section celebrated its fifth Christmas party this year. Just before graduation 10 members of Section H vacationed together in Duck, North Carolina.
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